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Background Information



Objectives and Specific Aims



What is Motion Sickness?

 Theories:
 Abnormal Postural Sway
 Raised IOP

 Sensory Conflict Theory



Motion Sickness & Central Vestibular System (CVS) 

 Velocity Storage Mechanism (VSM)
 Function of the CVS
 Located at SVN and MVN
 Prolongs VOR 3-4 times more than normal

 Compensate for low frequency head movement

 Peripheral Vestibular Signals (6-7seconds)

 Neural Integrator
 Stores peripheral charges
 Discharges as secondary phase 
 Prolong eye movement
 15-30 seconds instead of 6-7.



Motion Sickness & Central Vestibular System (CVS) 

 Multi-modal system

 VSM also integrates visual and other sensory signals

 Assumption: Without VSM, no sensory conflict

 Motion Sickness is explained by sensory conflict
 Without the integrator (VSM) = no conflict = no motion sickness
 Lesions in VN shorten time constant
 Lesions in nodulus/uvula can lengthen VOR time constant 

(Otholith dumping of VOR)



Gap in Previous Studies

 Previous Habituation Studies
 Decrease in MSS w VOR time constant

 None looked at reverse  high VOR correlates high MSS



Significance of Study

 VOR time constant
 Measured by step-velocity test 

 SPEV and PRV share a common velocity storage pathway
 Look at both parameters in a single setting



Methods



Methods



Preliminary Screening - Recruitment 

 50 healthy individuals

 Age: 21- 50, median age of 26.7



 People with Migraine

 Head and  Neck Accidents

 Diseases of the Ear (Menieres, Vestibular Labrynthitis)

 Spinal Injury

 Psychiatric Conditions

Preliminary Screening

Study Criteria Questionnaire



Methods





Motion Sick Susceptibility Questionnaire



Methods



Main Screening Process

Peripheral and Central vestibular deficits
 VNG (Videonystagmography)
 vHIT (Video-Head Impulse Test)
C-VEMP (Cervical-Vestibular Evoked Myogenic 

Potential)



Methods



Main Experiment: Step-Velocity

Rotatory Chair
Step-velocity test
6 rotations
Slow speed CW and CCW
Fast speed CW and CCW - twice



Main Experiment



Main Experiment



Perceptual-Reflex Measurement

 Measuring of :
 Per and post rotatory SPEV time constant
 Perceived rotational duration
 Goggles measure time constant

 Time constant :
 Time taken for SPEV to decrease by 37% 

to 63% of its peak velocity value



Main Experiment



Procedure



Data Analysis

 Data collected will be analyzed using SPSS. 
 All recorded time constants will be averaged between ears if there 

are no significant differences observed (Paired T tests).
 No significant differences expected between them, however ear 

specific results will be looked at separately if there are differences.

 Per and post rotation will be looked at separately. 

 VSM involved more in post rotation then per. 

 The effects of different speed can also be looked at.



Results: Independent T-Tests

0.005 0.007 0.012 0.042



Results: Multiple Regression



Conclusion



Precautions

 Blocking of Fixation light (from calorics test) 
 Fixation will decrease SPEV gain and thus affect the time constant as well.

 Minimize movements
 Rest head against 
 Safety belt and leg straps All participants will be given a mental task of reporting 

their self-perceived motion during per and post rotation to maintain mental 
alertness.

 Avoid fixating or darting eyes
 Imagine not moving, room moving, moving with room

 Poor results = repeat rotation 
 No more than 10 rotations must be carried out as habituation sets in temporarily



Challenges

 Subjects were mostly students and or alumni of NUS
 May not be a good representative of population

 Effects of ethnicity, age and sex on motion sickness unclear 
 Majority of the participants were Chinese, there could be genetic 

effects on MSS. 
 Females >MSS but not an equal comparison.
 Poor visual acuity after 50, onset of several diseases with 

confounding factors.



THANK YOU


